Installation of GVXCP Cheek Pads
To install the 88VX cheek pads, follow the steps below:
1. Remove inner plenum shell by pulling up on the yellow tab in the back of the helmet (Figure 1).
2. Take one Velcro® strip. Start by adhering Velcro on the beveled edge of the front of the 88VX helmet. The Velcro should start approximately 1 1/2" beyond the green gasket. Repeat on opposite side with second Velcro Strip (Figure 2).
3. Replace inner plenum shell.

Change Size of GVXCP Cheek Pads
To change the size of the 88VX cheek pads, follow the steps below:
1. Remove cheek pads from the helmet.
2. Open top flap on flat edge of cheek pad.
3. Leave both foam pads for the tightest fit, remove one foam pad for a less tight fit, or remove all foam padding for the loosest fit (Figure 3).
4. Close cheek pad, once sized, by adhering Velcro flap to inner flat edge.
5. Secure cheek pad to helmet with flat edge at the bottom of the 88VX helmet.

Inspection of GVXCP Cheek Pads
Be sure the cheek pads are fastened securely to the Velcro in the helmet, clear of any dirt and debris prior to donning the cap.

Cleaning the GVXCP Cheek Pads
The optional cheek pads can be wiped with mild detergent or machine washed in warm water on a gentle cycle and let air dry.
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